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States money read and written, bills for
goods added, change made, ribbon measured
by the inch and yard, nuts measured by the
quart and peck; also problems may be sug-
gested by the children themselves. In play-
ing store many mothers will find an easy
solution of rainy-day problems when the
children are kept indoors. The regular school
work can be kept up in this way. Below are
several store problems appropriate to this
grade:
1. Yesterday Carrie bought a dozen eggs
for 20 cents. Three of them were bad. How
much money did Carrie's parents lose?
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Rapid calculations
quent exercises.
adding another number at the top or bottom
of the column, still other combinations are
available.
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ROLLER CHART
 2.	You buy a piece of ribbon for 18 cents,
some calico for 15 cents and 2 yards of muslin
at 8 cents per yard.    How much did they all
cost?
 3.	The storekeeper charged 6 cents  for a
pint of nuts.   I bought a quart and gave him
50 cents.    How much money did I get back?
 4.	Berries cost 8 cents a quart to-day.    If
your mother guve you 40 cents, how many
quarts could you buy?   Would you have any
of the money left?
 5.	There are 18 buttons on one card and 24
on another.   What will both cards of buttons
cost you at 10 cent a dozen?
Addition at Sight. In adding1 columns of
three or more figures, do not allow the pupil
to add one figure at a time, especially after
he has acquired a little experience. He
should combine two consecutive figures and
should finally give the result of three at
sight. For example;
D
 3	| He should think first, 7; then 12, and,
 4	j     after training, should say 12 at sight.
The teacher may place on the board a
column of figures, as (a)? below, then may
use the same column in combinations or
groupings, aa (b), (c), (d) and (e). By
 Herewith is an illustration of a chart which
can be very easily prepared by using an ordi-
nary window shade roller and slated cloth.
The figures can be put oil the eloth perma-
nently with chalk, or pasted on with mucilage,
and for the pupil beginning addition the
shade should be drawn, so it will show but
two rows of figures. As soon as two rows
can be handled effectively the shade can be
pulled lower and the third number may be
presented. Such a combination of figures
has been used in these two rows that no
"carrying" is required. Therefore the work
is kept in elementary form. The mother or
teacher can hear the recitation or drill the
pupil from the combination of these figures
simply by the use of the pointer, and may
save the time and avoid the diversion which
would attend writing a series of figures on
the blackboard.
The Face of the Clock. The teacher or the
mother can make excellent use of the clock
face with pupils of this grade. In absence
of a large clock in the room, you may use
a piece of string and crayon and with these
draw a large circle on the blackboard, which

